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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

IPF 968CSG

Introducing the upgraded 968 Light Kit
Seattle, September 23/ ARB 4x4 Accessories, Australian based 4x4 Accessories manufacturer is proud to
release a new and improved six-inch driving light. As the exclusive distributor of IPF Performance Lighting
Systems, ARB had this light specifically designed to suit the needs of ARB fans. Featuring a hybrid reflector
lens, black body and grill guard with silver insignia, this new light offers the perfect balance of spot and
driving beams.
This multi-application driving light features a “double reflector” that functions as two separate reflectors.
A sub-reflector within the lamp provides a broad fog beam in front of the vehicle while the main reflector
projects a driving beam that illuminates the road far ahead. The combination of beams creates the most
universal light pattern for any driving situation. The 55 watt H3 bulb (optional 100w included) shines
brilliantly through the clear, hardened glass lens.
The IPF 968CSG kit includes a pair of lamps, complete snap together wiring loom with relay, a mouse style
switch, and black grills.
These lights are competitively priced and are an exceptional value for such a high quality auxiliary light.
The 6” diameter lens, encased in a black body with black grill will look great on the front of any vehicle.

These lights are currently in stock and are available from ARB distributors nationally.

DESCRIPTION
IPF 6” Round, High Performance Light Kit w/Black Grill Guard

PART NO.
968CSG

RETAIL
$156.68
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About ARB
ARB Corporation Limited is Australia’s largest and industry leading manufacturer and distributor of quality,
4WD vehicle accessories, with distribution in more than 100 countries worldwide.
The company manufactures and stocks the worlds most respected and sought after brands including ARB
Air Locker locking differentials and bumpers; Old Man Emu (OME) customized suspension systems, IPF
high performance lightning, and Safari snorkel systems. ARB’s Seattle office is the North, South & Central
American headquarters and importer of ARB 4x4 Accessories.
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